
EXECUTIVE RETREATS GET REAL AND EFFECTIVE

https://oniya.com


AT ONIYA WE FOLLOW NATURE’S LEAD, BY 
SUPPORTING OUR GUESTS IN BEING HAPPY, 

GROUNDED AND FEELING HEALTHY BEFORE THEY 
CONTINUE TO GROW OR START SOMETHING NEW. 
We utilize Montana’s Big Sky, 400 acres of private land, real food, 
beautiful accommodations, transformative experiences, a plethora  
of happy dogs, and our powerful horses to bring individuals into  
the present space and bring teams into a place to operate with a 
healthy herd mentality.  



WHAT WE OFFER

All of the magic happens on a 400-acre horse ranch 

in Montana just 50 minutes from Billings-Logan 

International Airport. The land is beautiful, diverse 

and brings out the best in everyone that visits. Guests 

have full access to the lodge, personal practice 

studio, trails, brainstorming lounge, and more. 

OUR PROCESS

The first two days of our retreats are not about your 

business—they’re about the people running your business. 

We provide a variety of activities that help get your team 

grounded, connected, and centered. Real food is served, 

and personal motivational practices are shared. Other 

activities include team building exercises, nature fitness 

experiences, and Equine Assisted Learning (EAL) by a 

Certified FEEL (Facilitated Equine Experiential Learning) 

Facilitator, and more. This creates a clear canvas for all 

involved, providing the creativity and energy to address your 

retreat’s ultimate objectives. All our interactions with horses 

are done on the ground. We will not be putting you on top 

of a live 1200-pound animal and hoping for the best. 

WHY IT WORKS

Every company’s purpose for a retreat is unique. Whether 

it is to introduce and integrate a new leadership team, 

refine your brand through smart brainstorming, create 

a new culture, or to develop new company initiatives, 

Oniya provides all of the elements for clarity and results.

CUSTOMIZED RETREATS

We spend the first two days connecting the team. The 

next three days are about achieving your collective goals 

by following an agenda developed by your organization, 

an agenda created by our team after understanding 

where you want to go, or a hybrid approach of the two. 

EFFECTIVE, FACE-TO-FACE COLLABORATION HAS 
BEEN PROVEN TO CATAPULT CLEAR ORGANIZATIONAL 
VISIONING AND HEALTHY GROWTH.  
WE KNOW THOSE COLLABORATION RESULTS ARE AMPLIFIED 
WHEN IT OCCURS IN NATURE, WITH A CREATIVE HOST, 
SHARED VISIONS, AND A DASH OF COWBOY WAY.

GETTING CREATIVE. 
IT’S IN OUR NATURE.

NATURE INSPIRES

A study done by Stanford University found that 

when people spend time in a natural environment, 

they experience a natural shift in how they view 

time. In short, when you spend time in nature, 

you tend to feel a sense of “awe” and as though 

time is expanding. Instead of feeling pressured 

by time, or a lack of time, people tend to enjoy 

a “time abundance” when they are in nature.

Spending time in nature can not only help 

you reduce stress, and slow down but it can 

actually help you find that inspiration you 

are looking for in your creative endeavors as 

you get in this “time abundance” mindset.

NATURE HELPS CREATIVITY

Nothing is as frustrating as having a tight 

deadline and being bogged down with a 

creative block. The good news is quality time 

outdoors can help you overcome that block.

A study done by psychologists from the University 

of Utah and the University of Kansas, that looked 

at the impact of nature on creativity found that 

spending some quality time outside improved 

people’s Remote Associates Test results.

GETTING YOUR TEAM OUT  
OF THE OFFICE REALLY WORKS

Offsites and company retreats have wide-

ranging benefits They encourage effective 

communication and creativity. In-person 

communication is 34 times more effective than 

virtual alternatives (Harvard Business Review). 



WE KNOW BUSINESS

We understand what it takes to create a company, develop a 

strategy, protect a brand, connect with clients, drive results, 

burn the midnight oil, take a company public, and build internal 

and external ambassadors. We have lived the challenges that 

C-suite individuals face every day to motivate teams and drive 

solutions. We have lived our lessons and grown through our 

insecurities and blind spots. Now we are on a ranch listening and 

supporting other people in the business of lessons and growth.  

WE KNOW BRANDING

Who are we and why do we exist? Smart branding begins with 

smart questions. Who is the target market that takes you to where 

you both want to be? How do you want to show up? How do you 

show up? What are your key differentiators? Why do you matter in 

your marketplace? How do we anticipate trends and fly ahead of 

them? How do we own our products, positioning, and our vision? 

Real, authentic branding can help you answer every question. 

WE KNOW CULTURE

Business culture starts at the top and it is moves through 

every room, conversation, action, and offhand joke. It is in 

the air and in the water. We know how to focus on truth, 

values, and creating authentic environments. Being real and 

creating exciting forward motion and bringing each and 

every team member with you to where you are going. Culture 

development is in our roots with a founder like Kristi Overgaard. 

Check out her background on the right side of the page. 

Between years in master plan real estate 
development, creating an award-winning 
branding agency, and then helping to grow a 
tech company into a public company, Kristi 
Overgaard set out on a year-long sabbatical 
to take a much-needed breath. She was 

looking for a place, a space, a retreat, a healer, 

a cure, something to stop her life experience 

of chronic overwhelm and constant need to 

do and achieve. She wanted to learn how 

to just be… and still be successful. In all her 

travels, she was looking for an Oniya. She 

couldn’t find it, so she created it. Now there is 

no need to take a year of “doing” to learn how 

to “be.” Just come to Montana and breathe.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES

Chief Officer of Awesomeness (aka Chief 
Brand Officer) at Switch, a publicly traded 

technology infrastructure company

Founder and Executive Creative Director 
of one11, a design and advertising firm

Vice President of Marketing at The 
Howard Hughes Corporation, the 

developer of Summerlin and the 

Fashion Show Mall in Las Vegas

CERTIFIED FEEL FACILITATOR 
(FACILITATED EQUINE 
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING)

FEEL partners with the nature of horses to 

connect humans to their authentic selves 

and be supported in removing blocks from 

their minds. Learning from the mastery of 

a horse and the magical power of its huge 

heart is at the center of Oniya’s offerings. 

GIVING BACK

Kristi’s love of planet earth has directed 

her towards organizations such as Dazzle 

Africa; a safari nonprofit focused on animal 

conservation, education, and clean water, 

where she is a founding champion advisor. 

She is also dedicated to Green Our Planet, 

the world’s largest school garden program 

that teaches children and their adults to love 

and care for our planet through the garden.

She is also on the Board of Trustees of the 

Western National Folklife Center producer of 

the famed annual Cowboy Poetry Gathering 

in Elko, Nevada. This is such a point of pride 

for Kristi as she was brought up by a father 

that consistently preached about people 

losing touch with the good old days and 

the western ways. The Western National 

Folklife Center is her father’s dream come 

true. Its mission is to use story and cultural 

expression to connect the American West to 

the world. Throughout the year their events, 

fieldwork, education, research, exhibits, 

website, and archives preserve, document, 

and share the heritage of the west. 

In Montana, Kristi is a supporter of the 

Roberts Cultural Council and Roberts 

Community Foundation, which create a strong 

community engagement through the arts and 

education. Oniya has created a 501c3 called 

the Heart Brand Foundation that focuses 

on economic development and well-being 

programs in both Plentywood and Roberts, 

Montana. We are working on programs to 

be a mental and economic health model 

for all small towns in the United States. This 

arm also funds Oniya retreat sponsorships 

to support as many people as possible in 

experiencing the nature of Montana.

THE FOUNDERWHAT COULD GO RIGHT RETREATING 
ON A RANCH IN MONTANA CREATED 
BY SOMEONE THAT CUT THEIR TEETH 
IN BUILDING TEAMS, BRANDING, 
BIG TECH CULTURE, AND SOLUTION-
BASED STRATEGIES? WELL, PRETTY 
MUCH EVERYTHING. 



AMAZING BEDS AND COZY LOUNGE

ALL REAL FOOD MEALS PROVIDED

PERSONAL PRACTICE STUDIO

ONE-ON-ONE COACHING

HILLTOP MASSAGE CABIN

STAR-GAZING

BRAINSTORMING LOUNGE

BEAUTIFUL MONTANA VIEWS

HIKING TRAILS

NATURE’S GYM 

EQUINE ASSISTED LEARNING

17 MAGICAL HORSES

MONTANA TOURISM ATTRACTIONS

WILDLIFE

RANCH DOGS (AND CAT) 

WI-FI (OF COURSE)

TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM BILLINGS-

LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

OUR AMENITIES



OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS, ONIYA HAS  
PRODUCED INCREDIBLE RESULTS FOR BOTH 

INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATE GROUPS. 
Even though each guest visiting Oniya has different intentions for 
their retreat, we follow the same proven guides for everyone.



CASE STUDY
GREEN OUR PLANET



WHO THEY ARE

Running the only STEMworks-accredited school 

garden program in the United States, Green Our Planet 

helps teachers create comprehensive school garden 

programs that can transform their students’ lives. 

They’ve implemented 300+ outdoor & hydro gardens. 

3,500+ teachers are using their STEM curricula. They 

create 200+ student farmers markets each year.

RETREAT INTENTIONS

After nine years of building their company, Green 

Our Planet’s growth began to explode. They had just 

hired a new leadership team and began the process of 

redefining their business structure, values and goals. 

This brought them to Oniya to unify their team and 

brainstorm objectives for the next 12-24 months.

RESULTS

The retreat was an undisputed success. The Green 

Our Planet team came together and after two days 

of nature immersion, connecting, and team building, 

they got to work. Through subsequent working 

sessions, they defined their values, mission, branding 

objectives and complete business structure.

GREEN OUR PLANET 
EXECUTIVE RETREAT



THE TAKEAWAY 
The power of your experience doesn’t end with your last day on the ranch, it is just 

the beginning. Upon completion of your Oniya Think Well Retreat, we will provide 

your organization with a Think Well Report capturing your Montana experiences 

and retreat’s definitive decisions and outcomes. This report includes your roadmap 

to ways forward with deadlines, milestones, and team member commitments. 

The Think Well Report supports teams in remembering, celebrating, and pinning 

the momentum to keep creating results long after they leave Montana. 

Our experience at Oniya was exactly what 
we needed to help our new leadership team 
connect and bond. It allowed us to create a 
vision for our company in an environment that 
was calm, nourishing and allowed unlimited 
creativity and inspiration. Personally, I loved 
every minute of the experience and would highly 
recommend it to busy C-Suite executives who 
are seeking a place to create the best possible 
vision for their road ahead.”  

CIARA BYRNE
Co-Founder of Green Our Planet
CEO, Green Our Planet

Beautiful location! Beautiful horses! Beautiful 
Spirit! We went to Oniya for our burgeoning 
company’s first leadership retreat to brainstorm 
on topics like our corporate structure and 
overall mission and for team-building in a less 
corporate work environment. 

Oniya’s Montana property is not only a 
breathtakingly beautiful ranch, but Kristi 
and her talented team are fantastic hosts 
and collaborators. The productive daily work 
meetings, delicious food, and self-fulfillment 
moments, like morning yoga and calming 
meet-ups with healing horses, create an ideal 
situation for an effective work/life balance 
escape in a safe and welcoming space.  
I can’t recommend it enough.”

KEVIN LEADINGHAM
Virtual Academy Producer,
Green Our Planet Studios

OUR EXECUTIVE RETREAT  
RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.



EVERY RETREAT BEGINS WITH AN INTENTION CALL. 
Your Oniya Think Well Retreat will be designed around what real and 
transformative means to you and your executive team. Call us when you 
are ready to talk to Kristi to find out more about Oniya and how we can 
partner in creating an extraordinary week in Montana, Big Sky Country.



EXECUTIVE RETREATS  GET REAL AND EFFECTIVE

AT ONIYA

Contact us for a discovery call to see if an Oniya Think Well 
Retreat would be a powerful experience for your team and in 
alignment with your company goals. Call us at 406.765.8245. 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ONIYA, VISIT ONIYA.COM

https://oniya.com
https://oniya.com

